
Meeting Minutes: July 25, 2012 

 
Attendees: Khushbu, Pratik, Jigish, Sarath, Vivek, Protima* (*on phone) 
 

SES Project 

* Located in Hyderabad 

* For underprivileged children from Slums in Adimket area 

* Government schools are bad in this area. 0% pass rate in 10th  

* Classes from KG to 10th grade. ~250 students across grades [262 last year]. Goal is 

~300 students 

* School visit done last year. Steward might visit end of this year, if unable to get another 

site visit for this year  

* No playground, since location is in city 

* Local economics lecturer has agreed to teach students on a honorary basis.  

* Drop-outs are ~22 last year. New admissions ~20.  

* Math and science skills need improvement [based on site visit]. Steward will follow up 

w/ project partner about alternatives like Janyaa 

* Qn. How did site visitor decide that math and science skills are lacking? Ans. Info 

partly gathered from site visit and partly based on discussions w/ partner 

* Qn. What should the school improve on based on Steward's interaction? Ans. School is 

present in Hyderabad. Therefore school must approach local companies for lab 

equipment or computers, etc. Not sure if the partner has put some effort into such 

alternative sources of funding. Previously, they were promised some computers by a local 

company but this doesn't seem to have materialized. Project partner mentions that local 

companies require lot of strings in return for funding - partner had mentioned earlier that 

they prefer to work with organizations that Asha recommends.  

* Lack of after-school support to supplement learning is a key challenge, since these 

children are mostly from migrant labor families.  

* Academic year 2011-2012. SSC results for SES 87.5%, and for Andhra Pradesh 

87.84%. Steward will find out pass-rate for local government school for comparison. 

Many students who passed out are joining Jr College 

* A/I from last meeting: Local NGO has provided shoes. NRI from NY has pitched to 

help (Steward will follow up on this and find out how much help will be provided). 

Oracle has been sponsoring sports meet.  

* RTE:  AP Govt has not yet issued any guidelines or mandate on implementation. 

* A/i from last meeting on Tax exempt status. They have started the process and the time 

frame is ~ end of 2012.  

* Steward will find out if school building is rented or owned by project partner 
 

  



 

Follow up on the questions that came up during the presentation. 

Please find below the answers to the questions that came up during the SES renewal 

presentation: 

 

1. The project partner is interested to try out the Janyaa kits in order to improve the math 

science skills of the students. 

2. Mr. Vijay from NY had shown interest in the SES-school, however, he did not promise 

any particular amount for this.The project partner needs to follow up on this. 

3. School building is owned by a distant relative. The premises are rented though. 

4. ASHA-Cincinnati chapter agreed for one time help of $4000. 

 

Action items  for the project partner: 

1. Find out more about RTE implementation. That way we can be sure we are not 

creating a parallel structure. 

2. Explore other options for funding. Even if alternative funding is not available, project 

partner needs to actively talk to the I.T. companies in Hyderabad for any infrastructural 

help(computers, labs,etc). 

3. Try out the Janyaa kits in the school. 
 

Final Poll results for SES for the academic year 2012-2013: 

Yes: 11 

No: 0 


